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SUNDERLAND ’S GALLANT FIGHT AGAINST 6 JU. 88s

For 45 minutes a Coastal Compand Sunderland of a R.A.A.F. squadron fought off

six Ju. 88s until, with three of his engines shot to pieces, his nose and tail turret

out of action, and a very large number of cannon shell holes in the aircraft’s hull

and mainplane, the pilot was forced to ’ditch’ in the Bay of Biscay.

■ The entire crew,
who were forced to huddle in one dinghy, after the other two,

damaged by cannon fire, had burst open and sunk under them, ‘Were picked up by a

naval vessel under the command of Captain F.J. WALKER C.B., D.S,
O.,

•and were landed

at a British port a few days later.

F/Lt, DUDLEY MARROWS, of Victoria, who sometime previously, 'illed' a U-boat

in the Day of Biscay was captain of the Sunderland on anti-submarine patrol in the

approaches to the bay. Shortly after three o'clock in the afternoon, the tail

gunner reported five unidentified aircraft approaching on the starboard quarter.

They acre a cluster of dots when first seen at a distance estimated at 17 miles.

"They rapidly overhauled our aircraft," said the gunner, F/O. JENSON, "and then

I could see they vrcrc six Ju. 88s and not five,"

The pilot headed for the nearest cloud cover 30 miles distant, but the enemy

aircraft came up too fast, As they formed up for the attack, four of then in a

stepped-up echelon on the starboard bow and two in echelon on the port quarter, the

Sunderland jettisoned its depth-charges and prepared to fight. The leading Ju. 88
took little part in the combat, which its pilot apparently directed.

The second Ju. 88 on the starboard bow opened the fight, Sunderland "E"

commenced corkscrewing as the other aircraft attacked simultaneously from port
and starboard.

"During this attack" said F/Lt, Marrows, "the tail turret hydraulics were severed

and as a result of further fire only one gun in the mid-upper turret was left in

action.

"The enemy reformed and made his second combined attack. A third attack was

then delivered from a different direction - the port bow mainly, and the beam, half

the formation attacking from one beam and breaking away as we returned the fire while

the other half attacked from the other beam.

"During this action both our port engines vrcrc hit and I was unable to manoeuvre

properly 1 continued F/Lt, marrows, "I attempted to gain maximum manoeuvrability by
coming down to 500 feet, but vrhen the eneny realised my tail turret was out of

action - although the rear gunner was very courageously trying to operate it manually
in the face of intense fire -

he concentrated in attacks from astern and from the

quarters.

"We hit one Junkers and he retired from the scene with "black smoke pouring from

the starboard motor. My winners also saw our bullets hit at least three other

enemy aircraft.
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"Then a burst of cannon fire disabled our starboard outer motor and v/ith

only one engine still working I hoed to ditch the Sunderland.n

The crew testified later to the magnificent handling of the aircraft by

F/Lt. Marrows and in particular of his perfect ’ditching' which was carried out

under continuous fire from the five enemy aircraft: these kept up their attack

until the Sunderland had touched down/when they climbed and circled as if photo-

graphing the flying-boat*

The crew of "E" carried out their dinghy drill and launched three dinghies,

stowing as much equipment as possible into them. The aircraft was abandoned as

it *was thought to be in danger of capsizing, since one float had been shot away

and the hull was making water rapidly through numerous holes.

"','e 'weren't out of the 'wood yet," said Marrows, "Shortly after leaving the

aircraft one of the dinghies burst and the men and equipment were shared between

the other t'wo dinghies. Fifteen minutes later, a second dinghy burst and the

entire crew of 11 together with what equipment could‘be saved were accommodated in

the last remaining dinghy. I think these two dinghies must have been damaged by
cannon shell splinters.

"be decided that since rescue might be delayed we would conserve our

emergency rations by going -.without food for the first 48 hours afloat - so we

set about making ourselves comfortable for the night.

"At three o'clock the next morning we heard an aircraft overhead and fired

off a Very cartridge and lit torches. The aircraft circled and having sighted

the torches made a run-up,turning its landing lights on us. It was a Catalina

and it stayed with us all night dropping markers and flares to maintain

position.

"Just after dawn the Catalina signalled us 'I go - help coming - good luck'.

Scarcely five minutes later a Liberator appeared and soon circled us after we had

fired another Very cartridge. At the same time sloops were seen in the distance

and they also saw our cartridge, be had saved a marine- marker from the Sunderland

and we dropped it overboard to assist the sloops to find us. One of them soon

came alongside and picked us all up,"
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